Abstract. The definition of a prefoliation (M, F) of a K-differential space and the theorem about regularity of the inclusion of a leaf of a prefoliation are reminded. An example of a pair (M, F) of K-differential spaces with the same set of points, which shows that even if the identity of .M is an immersion F -> M and (top M, top F) is a topological foliation in the sense of Ehresmann then (M, F) has not to be a prefoliation, is given. In the end, we show that if L is a proper leaf of a prefoliation (M, F) then the both structures of a K-differential spaces coincide on L.
Introduction
In [10] the notion of a K-differential space was introduced. This notion is a generalization of the notion of the differential space in the sense of Sikorski ([6] ). The definition of the K-differential space seems to be specially interesting from the point of view of the theory of foliations. Namely, in [10] it was proved that if R is an arbitrary equivalence relation on the set .M of points of a K-differential space M then one can define a structure of a K-differential space in the set of equivalence classes. Moreover, the topology determined by this structure is equal to the quotient topology of the topology determined by the K-differential space M.
In [3] we have introduced the definition of a prefoliation of a K-differential space. This definition is based on the definition of a topological foliation ( [1] , [2] ). The notion of a prefoliation of a K-differential space is a particular case of the notion of a topological foliation and, at the same time, it is a generalization of such notions as a prefoliation of a manifold ( [4] , [9] ), a Stefan foliation ( [7] , [8] ) and a regular foliation ( [5] ). In [3] we have shown that, for a prefoliation (M,F), the identity mapping of the set of points of M is a smooth mapping of the K-differential space F into M. Moreover, there is a proof of the regularity of this mapping. As a corollary, we have obtained the regularity of the natural inclusion of a leaf into M.
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A. Pii^tkowski
In the present paper, we construct an example which shows that for two K-differential spaces F and M with the same set of points, even if the identity mapping is an immersion F -> M and the pair (top M, top F) is a topological foliation then (M, F) has not to be a prefoliation. We also prove that if L is a proper leaf of a prefoliation (M, F), i.e. both topologies topM and top F coincide on L then the structures of K-differential spaces M and F coincide on L. More precisely, the equality Ml = Fi = F\L holds.
The paper consists of six sections. In section 2 we remind the notion of a K-differential space and smooth mapping of K-differential spaces. Section 3 contains the definition of a tangent space and a tangent mapping. Some elementary properties of a tangent mapping are proved. In section 4 we define a prefoliation of a K-differential space and present some elementary properties of the prefoliation which are proved in [3] . Section 5 is devoted to the constuction of the example mentioned above. In the end, in section 6 we prove the main theorem of the present paper. We show there that if topologies of M and F coincide on the leaf L then the structures of Kdifferential spaces also coincide on L.
K-differential space
Let K be an arbitrary field with a non-trivial norm (we can think here about M or C). The family MA will be called a localization of M to the set A. 
M(p) -K such that v(a • ¡3) = v(a) • (3(p) + a(p) • v((3) for a, (3 6 M(p) is called a vector tangent to M at p. The family of all vectors tangent to M at p forms a vector space. This vector space is said to be tangent to M at p. It is denoted by TPM.
M-^N andg : N->P then g o f : M -y P and for any p G .M the equality ((S°/)*)P = (9*)f(p) 0 (/*)P holds. Moreover, if /, g are immersions then g o f is an immersion.
We have
On the leaves of a prefoliation
PROPOSITION 4. Let M, N be K-differential spaces and A C .M. If f\M-^N is an immersion then f\A : MA -• N and this mapping is an immersion.
Proof. Remark that f\A -f o l with t: A ^ .M. Obviously, by Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 we have the assertions. •
Prefoliation of a K-differential space
Let M be a K-differential space.
DEFINITION 6. A pair (M, F) of K-differential spaces is called a prefoliation of Miff 1) .F=.M, 2) top F is locally connected,
3) Vpe.M^uetopF{P e U A F v = M v ).
Connected components of top F are called leaves of (M,F).
It is easy to see that the notion of a prefoliation is a generalization of the notion of the regular foliation, and of the Stefan foliation. Moreover, if (M, F) is a prefoliation of a K-differential space M then (top M, top F) is a topological foliation in the sense of Ehresmann ([1],[2]).
It is not difficult to prove the following THEOREM Therefore ¡3 € F since F is a K-differential space.
• Prom the theorem we get We also have
THEOREM 2. If (M, F) is a prefoliation of a K-differential space M then the mapping f = id. A/ is an immersion F -> M.
Proof. Suppose that (f*) p (v) = 0 for some v e T P F. 
Then for each P € M(p)
we
Example
In the present section we construct a pair (M, F) of K-differential spaces such that
To this end, we introduce a new definition of the tangent space T P M. Let M be an arbitrary K-differential space and p € .M. In the set M(p) define an equivalence relation in the following way: Let F be the M-differential space generated by the family of all continuous functions defined in M. For each p € R the vector space T P F is zerodimensional.
Let M be the M-differential space generated by the family of all C°° functions defined in M. Analogously as in [6] for differential spaces in the sense of Sikorski, one can prove that for each p G M the tangent space T p M is one-dimensional.
Remark that top M also is the natural topology in M. 
Proper leaves
Using the definition of a prefoliation one can prove We have the following 
